  

COVID Communication Skills
A Playbook of VitalTalk Tips
To health care professionals everywhere: these are unprecedented times.
There’s no roadmap. We’re facing conversations that we never expected—or wanted—to have.
Why did we create this guide?
VitalTalk is based in Seattle and here, it’s real. We’ve had patients die, and not all were elderly. Our
colleagues are sick too. All over the country we are all getting calls and concerns about how to
handle the possible surge. We’re realizing that our professional duty might pose a risk to the people
at home that we love. Worse, what we’re seeing now might be the trickle that becomes a tsunami.
Like what’s happening in Italy. Hard to ignore. Not something you can leave at work.
But there is another side to this too. Our colleagues are pitching in. People are stepping up to support
each other in unexpected, beautiful ways. Together we can be bigger. And we can make it through
this with our empathy, compassion, and sense of service intact.
What is in this guide?
We’ve crowdsourced this primer to provide some practical advice on how to talk about some difficult
topics related to COVID-19. Building on our experience studying and teaching communication for two
decades, we’ve drawn on our networks to crowdsource the challenges and match them with advice
from some of the best clinicians we know. If you know our work, you’ll recognize some familiar
themes and also find new material.
How can I share this guide?
We’re offering this primer freely. Email it, link it, spread it around. What we do ask when you share or
adapt this guide is to:
• include our VitalTalk logo (email info@vitaltalk.org)
• attribute us with “Adapted from VitalTalk” (if you adapt this guide)
• let people know they can find the most up to date version on our website.
Help us improve it-- tell us what we missed, what didn’t work, where you got stuck by emailing
tonyback@uw.edu and info@vitaltalk.org. The next iteration could be better because of you.
Stay safe
Our world needs you—your expertise, your kindness, your aspirations, and your strength. We’re
grateful you are here.
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Using these tips
This is a super-concentrated blast of tips focused on COVID. We’ve pared away all the usual
educational stuff because we know you’re busy. If you want more, check out the talking maps and
videos on fundamental communication skills, family conferences, and goals of care at vitaltalk.org.
As the pandemic evolves, the caseload in your region will determine whether your clinic or hospital or
institution is ‘conventional’ mode (usual care), ‘contingency mode’ (resources stretched although
care functionally close to usual), or ‘crisis’ mode (demand outstrips resources). Most of the tips here
are for conventional or contingency mode. If your region moves to crisis standards, how medicine is
practiced will change dramatically—triage decisions will be stark and choices will be limited. If
needed, future versions of this doc will shift towards crisis. For now, please note that the crisis mode
tips are marked [C] and should be reserved for a crisis designated by your institution. And
remember that even in a crisis, we can still provide compassion and respect for every person.
Some of the communication tips in this document depict ways to explain resource allocation to a
patient or family or caregiver. However, note that decisions about how resources are allocated—what
criteria are used or where lines are drawn—should happen at a different level—at the regional or
state or country level. Rationing should not occur at the bedside. In these tips, we steer away from
complex discussions about rationing, and use language that is for laypeople rather than ethicists.
About VitalTalk
VitalTalk is a 501c3 nonprofit social impact organization dedicated to making communication skills
for serious illness part of every clinician’s toolbox. This content will be in our free VitalTalk Tips app
for iOS and Android very soon.
What’s inside?
Screening

When someone is worried they might be infected

Preferencing

When someone may want to opt out of hospitalization

Triaging

When you’re deciding where a patient should go

Admitting

When your patient needs the hospital, or the ICU

Counseling

When coping needs a boost, or emotions are running high

Deciding

When things aren’t going well, goals of care, code status

Resourcing

When limitations force you to choose, and even ration

Notifying

When you are telling someone over the phone

Anticipating

When you’re worrying about what might happen

Grieving

When you’ve lost someone
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Preferencing: W h e n s o m e o n e m a y w a n t t o o p t o u t o f h o s p i t a l i z a t i o n 
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Triaging: W h e n y o u ’ r e d e c i d i n g w h e r e a p a t i e n t s h o u l d g o 
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Admitting : W h e n y o u r p a t i e n t n e e d s t h e h o s p i t a l , o r t h e I C U 
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Counseling :

When coping needs a boost, or emotions are running high
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Deciding :

When things aren’t going well, goals of care, code status
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Resourcing :

When limitations force you to choose, and even ration
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Notifying: W h e n y o u a r e t e l l i n g s o m e o n e o v e r t h e p h o n e 
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Anticipating: W h e n y o u ’ r e w o r r y i n g a b o u t w h a t m i g h t h a p p e n 
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Grieving: W h e n y o u ’ v e l o s t s o m e o n e
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CALMER
FOR PROACTIVE PLANNING IN CONTINGENCY

STEP

WHAT YOU SAY OR DO

CHECK-IN

Take a deep break (yourself!)
“How are you doing with all this?” (take their emotional
temperature)

ASK ABOUT COVID

“What have you been thinking about COVID and your situation”

LAY OUT ISSUES

“Here is something I want us to be prepared for.”
“You mentioned COVID. I agree.”
“Is there anything you want us to know if you got COVID/ if your
COVID gets really bad?”

MOTIVE THEM
to choose a proxy and talk
about what matters

“If things took a turn for the worse, what you say now can help
your family/loved ones.”
“Who is your backup person—who helps us make decisions if
you can’t speak? Who else?” (two backup people is best)
“We’re in an extraordinary situation. Given that, what matters
to you?” (about any part of your life? About your health care)
Make a recommendation—if they would be able to hear it.
“Based on what I’ve heard I’d recommend [this]. What do you
think?”

EXPECT EMOTION

Watch for this – acknowledge at any point.
“This can be hard to talk about.”

RECORD THE DISCUSSION

Any documentation (even brief) will help your colleagues and
your patient.
“I’ll write what you said in the chart. It’s really helpful, thank
you.”
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SHARE %
TALKING ABOUT RESOURCE ALLOCATION (I.E. RATIONING)

STEP

WHAT YOU SAY OR DO

SHOW

“Here’s what our institution/system/region is doing for patients

the guideline

with this condition.”
(Start the part directly relevant to that person.)

HEADLINE
what it means for the
patient’s care

AFFIRM
the care you will provide

RESPOND

“So for you, what this means is that we care for you on the
floor. We will not transfer you to the ICU. We don’t do CPR if
your heart stops.”
“We will be doing [the care plan], and we hope you will
recover.”

“I can see that you are concerned.”

to emotion

EMPHASIZE
that the same rules apply to

“We are using the same rules with every other patient in this
hospital/system/institution. We are not singling you out.”

everyone

*FOR CRISIS ONLY: This talking map is only used when an institution has declared use of crisis
standards of care or a surge state. When the crisis standards or surge are discontinued, this map
should no longer be used.
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